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In their seminal paper on geometric minimum spanning trees, Monma and Suri (1992) [31]
showed how to embed any tree of maximum degree 5 as a minimum spanning tree in the
Euclidean plane. The embeddings provided by their algorithm require area O (2n
2
)× O (2n2 )
and the authors conjectured that an improvement below cn × cn is not possible, for some
constant c > 0. In this paper, we show how to construct MST embeddings of arbitrary trees
of maximum degree 3 and 4 within polynomial area.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
A minimum spanning tree (MST) of a set P of points in the plane is deﬁned as a tree having a vertex for each point of P
and having minimum total edge length. As the distance between any two non-adjacent vertices u and v of a minimum
spanning tree T must be at least as large as the distance between any two vertices on the path between u and v in T , the
MST reﬂects certain proximity relations in a set of points in the plane, playing important roles in various ﬁelds of computer
science. For example, minimum spanning trees are widely used in the ﬁeld of sensor networks, namely their topologies
guarantee total connection between the nodes of a network, while minimizing the total energy consumption of the sensors
(see, e.g., [8]).
Given a set P of n points in the plane, it is well known that the minimum spanning tree of P can be computed
in optimal Θ(n logn) time, however the computation of a minimum spanning tree subject to further constraints is often
required. The boundedness of the degree of the nodes of the tree is a natural constraint to consider, since having high-
degree nodes is in many ways undesirable. Every set of points in the plane has a minimum spanning tree with maximum
degree at most 5 [31]. If the maximum degree of the nodes is constrained to be bounded by 2, 3, or 4, then computing
a minimum spanning tree is NP-hard [13,15,32] (notice that, if the degree is bounded by 2, the problem coincides with
the traveling salesman path problem). However, a polynomial-time approximation scheme is known if the maximum degree
of the tree is required to be at most 2 [2,29], an O (nlog
c n)-time (1 + )-approximation algorithm [3] and a polynomial-
time 1.402-approximation algorithm [7] are known if the maximum degree of the tree is required to be at most 3, and
a polynomial-time 1.138-approximation algorithm [20] is known if the maximum degree of the tree is required to be at
most 4.
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freight transportation”, by the Swiss National Science Foundation, Grant No. 200021-125287/1, and by the Centre Interfacultaire Bernoulli (CIB) of EPFL.
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the points where the vertices of T are placed at coincides with T ? Such a question is in the following regarded as the MST
embedding problem. Monma and Suri [31] provided an algorithm to construct an MST embedding of any tree of maximum
degree 5 in R2 and proved that no tree having a node of degree at least 7 admits an MST embedding in R2. Eades and
Whitesides [12] ﬁlled the gap in Monma and Suri’s results, by proving that deciding whether an MST embedding exists for
a given tree of maximum degree 6 is NP-hard.
Extensions to higher dimensions have been performed by Di Battista and Liotta [26], as well as by King [22]. In the
former paper, the authors proved that any tree with maximum degree 9 can be embedded as an MST in R3; in the latter
paper, it is proved that every tree of maximum degree 10 admits an MST embedding in R3. It is also known that no tree
having a vertex of degree at least 13 admits an MST embedding in R3 [23].
Monma and Suri’s proof that every tree of maximum degree 5 admits an MST embedding in the plane is a strong
combinatorial result. However, their algorithm for constructing MST embeddings of trees turns out to be useless in practice,
since the constructed drawings require an area of O (2k
2
) × O (2k2 ) for trees of height k (hence, in the worst case the area
requirement of the drawings is O (2n
2
)× O (2n2 )). However, Monma and Suri conjectured that there exist trees of maximum
degree 5 that require cn × cn area in any MST embedding, for some constant c > 1. The problem of determining whether or
not the area upper bound for MST embeddings of trees can be improved to polynomial is reported also in [12,18,28].
In this paper, we concentrate on the area requirements for MST embeddings of trees in the plane. In particular we
derive polynomial area bounds for MST embeddings of trees with maximum degree 3 and 4. Some attention is devoted to
complete trees of degree 3 and 4, for which we show simple algorithms to construct MST embeddings within small area.
The polynomial area bounds for MST embeddings of trees with maximum degree 3 and 4 are achieved by means of
recursive algorithms that work as follows: (a) a path P is selected in a tree T ; (b) the subtrees of P are recursively drawn; (c)
the drawings of the subtrees are combined with a drawing of P , thus obtaining a drawing of T . At each step of the recursion,
the area of the constructed drawings shrinks by a constant factor; however, P is chosen in such a way that the recursion has
logarithmic depth (see, e.g., [6]), even if the tree does not. This leads to a drawing of T with polynomial area. The strategy
of drawing a tree by selecting and drawing a path, by drawing its subtrees, and by combining all the drawings together has
been used several times in Graph Drawing (see, e.g., [6,9,14,16,17]). However, the application of such a strategy for drawing
minimum spanning trees is made hard by the strong geometric properties that the MST embeddings have to satisfy.
Very recently, an exponential area lower bound for trees of degree 5 has been proved by Angelini et al. [1]. The tree T ∗
they present is composed of a degree-5 complete tree Tc with a constant number of vertices and of a set of degree-5
caterpillars, that are trees such that removing the leaves yields a path, each one attached to a distinct leaf of Tc . The
proof relies on some bounds relating the size of the angles in any MST embedding of T ∗ . Based on such relationships an
exponential reduction of the lengths of the edges of one of the caterpillars is shown, thus yielding the area lower bound.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 contains some preliminaries, Sections 3, 4, 5, and 6 show how
to construct MST embeddings of complete binary trees, of arbitrary binary trees, of complete ternary trees, and of arbitrary
ternary trees, respectively, and Section 7 presents some conclusions.
We notice that a polynomial area bound for arbitrary ternary trees implies polynomial area bounds for complete binary
trees, for arbitrary binary trees, and for complete ternary trees, that are all subclasses of arbitrary ternary trees. However,
we still present algorithms for constructing MST embeddings of complete binary trees, of arbitrary binary trees, and of
complete ternary trees, motivated both by the simplicity of the corresponding algorithms, and by the better area bounds
that we can achieve in such cases. Notice also that we do not strive for the best polynomial bounds but try to keep the
techniques and the analysis as simple as possible. Nevertheless, we achieve the ﬁrst polynomial area bounds drastically
improving from the previous exponential ones.
We also notice that our research on how to draw minimum spanning trees falls into a widely-investigated area of Graph
Drawing, namely the one of proximity drawings. Proximity drawings include rectangle of inﬂuence drawings (see, e.g., [4,27,30,
37]), β-drawings (see, e.g., [5,10,24,33]), and minimum weight drawings (see, e.g., [25,35,36]). For surveys on proximity graph
drawings see, e.g., [19,34].
2. Preliminaries
We introduce the basic notations although some have been mentioned before in the introduction. A tree is a connected
acyclic graph. The degree of a node is the number of edges incident to it. The degree of a tree is the maximum degree of one
of its nodes. A rooted tree is a tree with one distinguished node, called the root. Binary trees and ternary trees are trees of
maximum degree 3 and 4, respectively, that are rooted at any node of degree at most 2 and 3, respectively. In a rooted
binary tree (resp. ternary tree), each node has at most 2 children (resp. 3 children), and a leaf is a node without children.
The height of a rooted tree is the length of the longest path from the root to a leaf. A complete tree is such that each
non-leaf node has the same number of children, and all paths from the root to a leaf have the same number of nodes.
A straight-line drawing of a tree is a mapping of each node to a point in the plane and of each edge to a straight-line
segment between its endpoints.
A minimum spanning tree MST of a set of n points in the plane is deﬁned to be a tree spanning the n points and having
minimum total cost, where the cost of each edge (u, v) is deﬁned as the Euclidean distance between u and v . Given a
tree T , the MST embedding problem asks for a mapping of the vertices of T to points in the plane such that the minimum
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spanning tree of such points is isomorphic to the input tree T . Such a mapping provides a straight-line drawing of T , that
is called an MST embedding of T . A necessary and suﬃcient condition is known for a straight-line drawing of a tree T to be
an MST embedding of T .
Property 1. A straight-line drawing Γ of a tree T is an MST embedding of T if and only if, for each pair of non-adjacent nodes u and v
of T , their Euclidean distance in Γ is greater than or equal to the length of each edge in the path connecting u and v in T .
Given a straight-line drawing Γ of a tree T , we call MST condition the necessary and suﬃcient condition for Γ to be an
MST embedding of T expressed by the previous property. In the following, we will show algorithms for constructing MST
embeddings of trees and we will prove that the constructed straight-line drawings are MST embeddings by verifying that,
for each pair of non-adjacent nodes of a tree, their distance is at least the length of each edge in the path connecting them.
The area of a straight-line drawing is the area of a rectangle enclosing such a drawing. Notice that the concept of area of
a drawing of a graph only makes sense once ﬁxed a resolution rule, i.e., a rule that does not allow vertices to be arbitrarily
close (vertex resolution rule), or edges to be arbitrarily short (edge resolution rule). In fact, without any of such rules, one
could just construct arbitrarily small drawings and enclose them in an arbitrarily small area. In the following we will only
refer to the edge resolution rule, hence we will have to ensure that the shortest edge of the drawing has length at least one
unit. This is not a drawback of our algorithm, since for MST embeddings of trees the edge resolution rule implies the vertex
resolution rule. Namely, two adjacent vertices cannot be closer than one unit distance, by the edge resolution rule. Further,
two non-adjacent vertices cannot be closer than one unit distance, otherwise, by the MST condition, there would be an
edge in the path connecting such two vertices shorter than one unit distance, again contradicting the edge resolution rule.
3. MST embeddings of complete binary trees
In this section we deal with the construction of MST embeddings of complete binary trees.
Let T be a complete binary tree with n nodes and let n = 2k − 1, for some integer k. Tree T consists of a root r and
of two subtrees T1 and T2 rooted at the children r1 and r2 of r, respectively. Each of T1 and T2 has size less than n/2.
We recursively embed T1 and T2 into two equal isosceles right triangles 1 and 2, respectively, so that the root of Ti is
placed at the vertex of i incident to the 90◦ angle, for i = 1,2.
When T has only one node, such a node is placed at the vertex incident to the 90◦ angle of an isosceles right triangle 
having sides of length one.
When T has more than one node, we place 1 and 2 with their hypotenuses on the same horizontal line, at distance d
from each other, where d is a value that will be chosen later. Let L denote the length of a side of 1 and 2. We place r
at the intersection of the perpendicular lines on which a side of 1 and a side of 2 lie. The whole drawing is contained
inside an isosceles right triangle  having sides of length (c + 1)L, where c > 1 is a constant that will be determined later.
Observe that r is placed at the vertex of  incident to the 90◦ angle. See Fig. 1.
We prove that the constructed drawing is an MST embedding of T , for some value of c. Inductively assume that the
drawings of subtrees T1 and T2 are MST embeddings. Then, we have only to prove that each straight-line segment connect-
ing a node w1 in T1 and a node w2 in T2 is longer than each edge of the path connecting w1 and w2 in T . By construction,
the distance between w1 and w2 is at least d. The edges belonging to the path connecting w1 and w2 in T have length at
most max{√2L, cL}, namely all such edges are contained inside 1 and 2, except for (r, r1) and (r, r2), that by construc-
tion have length cL. Observe that, by construction, d = √2(c − 1)L. Hence, as long as c √2/(√2− 1), d is greater than or
equal to both cL and
√
2L, so the constructed drawing is an MST embedding of T .
We now compute the area of the constructed drawing, which is bounded by the area of . Observe that each edge of the
drawing has length at least one. Denote by S(n) the length of the side of , when the input is a complete binary tree with
n nodes. We get: S(n) = (c + 1)S(n−12 ) < (c + 1)S( n2 ) = O (( 2
√
2−1√
2−1 )
log2 n) = O (nlog2 2
√
2−1√
2−1 ) = O (nlog2 4.415) = O (n2.15). Since
the area of  is asymptotically the square of its side, we obtain the following:
Theorem 1. A complete binary tree with n vertices admits an MST embedding in O (n4.3) area.
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4. MST embeddings of arbitrary binary trees
Now we present an algorithm to construct MST embeddings of arbitrary binary trees.
Overall strategy. Assume that the input binary tree T is rooted at any node r of degree at most two. Select a chain P = (r =
v1, v2, v3, . . . , vk) in T , that is a path from r to a leaf. Remove the chain from the tree, disconnecting the tree into several
subtrees. Recursively draw the disconnected subtrees and place a drawing of the chain together with the drawings of the
subtrees, obtaining a drawing of the whole tree.
Choice of the chain. The choice of P is done as follows. The ﬁrst node v1 of P is r. For each 1 i < k, node vi+1 is deﬁned
as the root of the largest of the two subtrees of vi . Observe that each subtree of P has at most n/2 nodes.
The shape of the subtrees. Denote by Ti the subtree rooted at the child ti of vi that does not belong to P . We recursively
draw the subtrees Ti of P inside isosceles right triangles i , for 1 i  k − 1. The whole chain together with the drawing
of the subtrees of P will be placed inside a larger isosceles right triangle . The root of each subtree Ti is placed on the
midpoint of the hypotenuse of i . Denote by Li the length of the hypotenuse of i . Observe that if Ti has zero or one node,
then Li = 0.
Drawing the chain and the subtrees together. Let ei = (vi, vi+1), for 1 i < k. We draw P in a zig-zag way, with constant
angles of 120◦ between two consecutive edges ei and ei+1. The length of edges ei will be determined later.
Consider vertex vi . Opposite to the 120◦ angle, we have an angle of 240◦ , which we partition into four consecutive
wedges W 1i , W
2
i , W
3
i , and W
4
i of 90
◦ , 30◦ , 30◦ , and 90◦ , respectively, such that W 1i is the wedge closest to vertex vi−1.
See Fig. 2. We place i inside W 3i as follows. Consider the line li through vi bisecting W
3
i . Vertex ti is placed on li and
triangle i is placed inside W 3i so that the hypotenuse of i is perpendicular to li , and so that the end-vertices of the
hypotenuse of i lie on the semi-axes delimiting W 3i . See Fig. 3.
Notice that, for vertex v1 (and for vertex vk), wedges W 1i , W
2
i , W
3
i , and W
4
i are not well-deﬁned, since only one edge e1
of P is incident to v1. However, it is not diﬃcult to extend the above deﬁnition of wedges W 1i , W
2
i , W
3
i , and W
4
i to the
case in which i = 1, by considering a dummy edge (v0, v1) that has an angle of 120◦ with edge (v1, v2), and deﬁning the
wedges incident to v1 as for the other vertices of P .
Choosing the length of edges ei . We set:
len(ei) = max{cLi, cLi+1},
where c is a constant greater than one to be determined later. In order to have positive lengths for all edges, we set
len(ei) = 1, for all edges ei where neither Ti nor Ti+1 exists.
The isosceles right triangle  is deﬁned as the smallest isosceles right triangle containing the whole drawing, having r
as midpoint of the hypotenuse, and having the hypotenuse forming angles of 120◦ , 60◦ , and 180◦ with edge (v1, v2). In
the following we suppose, for clarity of exposition, that the hypotenuse of  is vertical, and that P is contained in the
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half-plane to the right of the line through the hypotenuse. If a subtree Ti has only one node,  is deﬁned as the isosceles
right triangle having r as midpoint of the hypotenuse, and having the hypotenuse such that Li = 1.
The drawing satisﬁes the MST condition. We use induction to show that every pair of vertices in the drawing satisﬁes the
MST condition. If the tree has only one node, then there is nothing to prove. Suppose that the tree has more than one node.
1. Consider any two nodes contained in the same subtree Ti . Such nodes satisfy the MST condition by induction.
2. Consider node vi and any node in Ti , for i = 1,2, . . . ,k − 1. We prove that all edges in the path from vi to wi are
shorter than segment viwi . Each edge of such a path belonging to Ti has length at most Li . The length of edge (vi, ti)
is equal to Li/(2 · tan(15◦))  1.866Li . Hence, (vi, ti) is the longest edge of the path connecting vi and wi . However,
viwi is longer than (vi, ti), since wi is contained inside i , whose closest point to vi is ti .
3. Consider node vi and any node wi−1 in Ti−1, for any i = 2,3, . . . ,k − 1. We prove that all edges in the path from vi
to wi−1 are shorter than segment viwi−1. As in the previous case each edge of such a path belonging also to Ti−1
has length at most Li−1. Further, edge (vi−1, ti−1) has length Li/(2 · tan(15◦)) 1.867Li , and edge (vi−1, vi) has length
at least cLi−1. It follows that, as long as c  1.867, edge (vi−1, vi) is the longest edge in the path connecting vi and
wi−1. However, consider triangle (vi, vi−1,wi−1). By construction, angle vi vi−1wi−1 contains wedge W 4i−1 and hence
it is greater than or equal to 90◦ . Segment viwi−1 is opposite to vi vi−1wi−1 and hence is the longest side of such a
triangle. It follows that viwi−1 is longer than (vi−1, vi).
4. Consider node vi and any node wi+1 in Ti+1, for any i = 1,2, . . . ,k − 2. Then, it can be proved analogously to the
previous case that the MST of the points of the drawing does not contain edge (vi,wi+1).
5. Consider any node wi−1 in Ti−1 ∪ {vi−1} and any node wi+1 in Ti+1 ∪ {vi+1}, for i = 2,3, . . . ,k − 2. The path P i+1i−1
connecting wi−1 and wi+1 in T contains edges ei−1 and ei . All edges of P i+1i−1 belonging to Ti−1 or to Ti+1 are contained
inside i−1 or i+1, respectively, and hence their length is at most the maximum between Li−1 and Li+1. Further, the
length of edge vi−1ti−1 is Li−1/(2 · tan(15◦)) 1.867Li−1. Analogously, the length of edge vi+1ti+1 is at most 1.867Li+1.
Hence, the length of each edge in P i+1i−1 is less than or equal to max{1.867Li−1,1.867Li+1, len(ei−1), len(ei)}. Observe
that, by construction, len(ei−1)  cLi−1, and that len(ei)  cLi+1. Hence, as long as c  1.867, one edge out of ei and
ei+1 is the longest edge in P i+1i−1 , and we have only to prove that the distance between wi−1 and wi+1 is greater
than max{len(ei−1), len(ei)}. In the following, refer to Fig. 4. Consider line l3,4i−1 separating wedges W 3i−1 and W 4i−1, and
consider line l1,2i separating wedges W
1
i and W
2
i . By construction such lines are parallel. Further, Ti−1 is contained
in the half-plane delimited by l3,4i−1 and not containing l
1,2
i . Notice that the distance between l
3,4
i−1 and l
1,2
i is exactly
len(ei−1). We claim that, for a suitable constant c, Ti+1 is entirely contained in the half-plane delimited by l1,2i and not
containing l3,4i−1. The claim clearly implies that the distance between wi−1 and wi+1 is greater than or equal to len(ei−1).
Let vCi+1 be the vertex of i+1 on the line l
C
i+1 separating wedges W
2
i+1 and W
3
i+1. By construction, Ti+1 entirely lies
in the half-plane that is delimited by the line with slope 60◦ through vCi+1 and containing vi+1. Hence, we have only
to prove that, for a suitable constant c, vC is in the half-plane delimited by l1,2 and not containing l3,4 . The verticali+1 i i−1
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distance between vi+1 and vCi+1 is Li+1/(2 · sin(15◦)). The vertical distance between vi+1 and the intersection point uCi
of lCi and l
1,2
i is exactly len(ei), since triangle (vi, vi+1,u
C
i ) is an isosceles triangle with catheti (vi, vi+1) and (vi+1,u
C
i ).
It follows that vi+1uCi is at least cLi+1. Hence, v
C
i+1 is in the half-plane delimited by l
1,2
i and not containing l
3,4
i−1 as long
as cLi+1  Li+1/(2 · sin(15◦)), i.e., as long as c  1.932. In analogous way, it can be proved that, as long as c  1.932,
the distance between wi−1 and wi+1 is greater than len(ei). Hence, as long as c  1.932, the straight-line segment
between wi−1 and wi+1 is longer than every edge in the path P i+1i−1 connecting wi−1 and wi+1 in T , and hence it does
not belong to the MST of the points of the drawing.
6. Consider any node wi in Ti ∪ {vi} and any node w j in T j ∪ {v j}, for i = 1,2, . . . ,k− 2 and for any j such that j − i > 0.
The previously discussed cases already prove that all edges of the path P ji connecting wi and w j are shorter than wiw j
if j− i  2. Suppose that j− i  3. Then, analogously to the last discussed case, it can be proved the length of each edge
in P ji is less than or equal to max{1.867Li,1.867L j, len(ei), len(ei+1), . . . , len(e j−1)} and that, as long as c  1.867, such
a maximum is equal to max{len(ei), len(ei+1), . . . , len(e j−1)}. Moreover, again analogously to the last discussed case, it
can be observed that, for each x = i, i + 1, . . . , j − 1, vertices wi and w j are one to the left of l3,4x and one to the right
of l1,2x+1, where l
3,4
x is the line separating wedges W
3
x and W
4
x , and l
1,2
x+1 is the line separating wedges W 1x+1 and W 2x+1.
Thus, wiw j is longer than each of len(ei), len(ei+1), . . . , len(e j−1), which proves that the MST condition is satisﬁed by
wi and w j .
The length of P . We bound the length of P as a function of the lengths Li ’s. Since len(ei) = max{cLi, cLi+1}, and since
len(ei) 1, for every 1 i < k, then len(ei) < cLi + cLi+1. It follows that ∑k−1i=1 len(ei) 2c∑k−1i=1 Li .
The area of the drawing is polynomial. We now compute the length of h(C), i.e., of the hypotenuse of an isosceles right
triangle that contains the whole drawing, that has r as midpoint of its hypotenuse, and that has the hypotenuse forming
angles of 120◦ , 60◦ , and 180◦ with edge (v1, v2). In the following refer to Fig. 5. Notice that the length of the longest edge
of the drawing is at most equal to h(C), while the length of the shortest edge of the drawing is at least 1, by construction.
We ﬁrst notice that the drawing of P (without the drawing of subtrees Ti ) is contained inside an equilateral triangle e
that has r as a vertex and such that the two sides incident to r have length equal to 2c
∑k−1
i=1 Li and form angles of 60◦
with h(C). In fact, the length of P is at most 2c
∑k−1
i=1 Li , and, since each edge of P forms an angle of 30◦ with a horizontal
line, the horizontal extension of P is at most 2c
∑k−1
i=1 Li · cos(30).
Consider the smallest isosceles right triangle ∗ that contains e completely, that has r as midpoint of its hypotenuse,
and that has the hypotenuse forming angles of 120◦ , 60◦ , and 180◦ with edge (v1, v2). Easy trigonometric calculations show
that the hypotenuse of ∗ has length at most 2(cos(60◦) + sin(60◦))(2c∑k−1i=1 Li) < 5.46411c∑k−1i=1 Li .
Since edge (vi, ti) has length at most Li/(2 · tan(15◦)) 1.867Li and since all points of i are at distance at most Li/2
from ti , then no point of i is at distance greater than 2.367Li from vi . Consider the smallest isosceles right triangle 
that contains ∗ , that has r as midpoint of its hypotenuse, that has the hypotenuse forming angles of 120◦ , 60◦ , and 180◦
with edge (v1, v2), and such that every point on one of its catheti has distance at least 2.367
∑k−1 Li from any pointi=1
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of ∗ . It is easy to see that  contains the whole drawing, namely it contains P since it contains ∗ , and it contains each
subtree Ti , since Ti can stick out from ∗ by at most Li/2+ 1.867Li = 2.367Li  2.367∑k−1i=1 Li . Notice that the hypotenuse
of  has length at most 5.46411c
∑k−1
i=1 Li + 2(2.367
√
2
∑k−1
i=1 Li). By choosing c = 1.932, the drawing of T is an MST
embedding, and the length of the hypotenuse of the smallest right isosceles triangle containing the drawing is bounded by
5.46411 · 1.932∑k−1i=1 Li + 2(2.367√2∑k−1i=1 Li) < 17.252∑k−1i=1 Li .
Lemma 1. The length of h(C) is at most 17.252
∑k−1
i=1 Li .
Let α = 17.252. Now, we express h(C) as a function of the number of nodes of the tree. Denoting by h(n) the maximum
length of h(C) when the input tree has n nodes, we inductively prove that h(n)  nlog2(3α) . By Lemma 1, we get h(n) 
α
∑k−1
i=1 h(ni), where ni is the number of nodes in Ti . By inductive hypothesis we get h(n)  α
∑k−1
i=1 n
log2(3α)
i . Group the
numbers ni in at most three groups N1, N2, and N3 such that
∑
ni∈N1 ni 
n
2 ,
∑
ni∈N2 ni 
n
2 , and
∑
ni∈N3 ni 
n
2 . Notice
that it is always possible to construct such groups, namely start from groups {ni}, each one containing a single value ni ,
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adding up to at most n/2. Till there are more than three groups of numbers, consider any four groups of numbers. The
numbers in the two groups that have minimal sum of their numbers add up to at most n/2 (otherwise the sum of the ni ’s
would be more than n). Hence, such groups can be joined to be the same group, hence decreasing the number of groups by
one. Therefore, we have:
h(n) α
k−1∑
i=1
n
log2(3α)
i
= α
( ∑
ni∈N1
nlog2(3α)i +
∑
ni∈N2
nlog2(3α)i +
∑
ni∈N3
nlog2(3α)i
)
 α
(( ∑
ni∈N1
ni
)log2(3α)
+
( ∑
ni∈N2
ni
)log2(3α)
+
( ∑
ni∈N3
ni
)log2(3α))
 α
((
n
2
)log2(3α)
+
(
n
2
)log2(3α)
+
(
n
2
)log2(3α))
 3α
(
n
2
)log2(3α)
= 3αn
log2(3α)
2log2(3α)
= 3αn
log2(3α)
3α
= nlog2(3α),
in which we used
∑
(nki )  (
∑
ni)k . Hence, the inductive hypothesis is veriﬁed, and we can conclude that h(n) 
nlog2 51.7547 = O (n5.6937).
Finally, since the area of the drawing is the square of the length of its side, we get the following:
Theorem 2. Every binary tree with n vertices admits an MST drawing in O (n11.3875) area.
5. MST embeddings of complete ternary trees
In this section we deal with the construction of MST embeddings of complete ternary trees.
Let T be a complete ternary tree with n nodes and let n = 3k−12 , for some integer k. Tree T consists of a root r and of
three subtrees T1, T2, and T3 rooted at the children r1, r2, and r3 of r, respectively. Each of T1, T2, and T3 has size less than
n/3. We recursively embed T1, T2, and T3 into three equal isosceles right triangles 1, 2, and 3, respectively, so that
the root of Ti is placed at the midpoint of the hypotenuse of i , for i = 1,2,3. In the base case, i.e., when T has only one
node r, assume that r is placed at the midpoint of the hypotenuse of an isosceles right triangle  having the hypotenuse of
length 1.
In the inductive case we construct a drawing of T inside an isosceles right triangle  as follows. Refer to Fig. 6. Let L
denote the length of the hypotenuse of 1, 2, and 3. Denote also by a(i), b(i), and c(i) the vertices of i , for
i = 1,2,3, so that a(i) and b(i) are the end-vertices of the hypotenuse of i . Place r in the plane. 2 is placed with its
hypotenuse lying on a horizontal line, so that the segment connecting r and r2 is vertical, and so that angles r2ra(2) and
r2rb(2) are both of 10◦ . Denote by d the distance between r and a(2). 1 is placed with a(1) on the horizontal line
through r, with b(1) at distance d from both r and a(2), so that angles r1ra(1) and r1rb(1) are both of 10◦ , and so
that segment rr1 is perpendicular to the line through a(1) and b(1). 3 is placed in the plane symmetrically to 1 with
respect to a vertical line through r. The whole drawing is contained inside an isosceles right triangle  with hypotenuse
that lies on a horizontal line and that has a length to be computed later.
We prove that the constructed drawing is an MST embedding of T . Inductively assume that the drawings of subtrees T1,
T2, and T3 are MST embeddings. We prove that each straight-line segment connecting a node w1 in T1 and a node w2 in
T2 is longer than each edge of the path connecting w1 and w2 in T . By construction, the distance between w1 and w2 is at
least d. The edges belonging to the path connecting w1 and w2 in T have length that is at most max{L, L/(2 · tan(10◦))} =
max{L,2.836L} = 2.836L, namely all such edges are contained inside 1 and 2, except for (r, r1) and (r, r2), that by
construction have length at most L/(2 · tan(10◦)). Observe that, by construction, d = L/(2 · sin(10◦)) > 2.879L. Hence, the
distance between each pair of nodes w1 and w2 in T1 and in T2, respectively, satisﬁes the MST condition. It can be proved
analogously that each pair of nodes w2 and w3 in T2 and in T3, respectively, satisﬁes the MST condition. Further, the MST
condition is trivially satisﬁed for each pair of nodes w1 and w3 in T1 and in T3, respectively.
We now compute the area of the constructed drawing. Namely, we bound the constructed drawing by an isosceles right
triangle  such that r is placed at the midpoint of the hypotenuse of . Consider the line l(1) with slope −45◦ passing
through c(1). We claim that all the drawing is contained in the half-plane to the right of l(1), that is, in the half-plane
delimited by l(1) and containing a horizontal vector directed towards increasing x-coordinates. The claim is proved by the
following two considerations: 1) 1 is contained in the half-plane to the right of l(1), namely the slope of the segment
connecting c(1) and b(1) is −35◦; 2) 2 is contained in the half-plane to the right of l(1), namely the distance
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between r and c(2) is easily computed to be L/(2 · tan(10◦))+ L/2< 3.34L, which is less than the distance between r and
the intersection point of l(1) and the horizontal line through r. In fact, such a distance is equal to L2·sin(10◦) + L·cos(55
◦)√
2
+
L·sin(55◦)√
2
> 3.864L.
The length of the hypotenuse of  is twice the length of segment ra(), hence the hypotenuse of  has length less
than or equal to 7.7284L. Observe that each edge of the drawing has length at least 1. Denote by h(n) the length of the
hypotenuse of . We get: h(n) 7.7284h( n3 ) 7.7284log3 n = nlog3 7.7284  n1.862. Since the area of  is asymptotically the
square of its side, we obtain the following:
Theorem 3. A complete ternary tree with n vertices admits an MST embedding in O (n3.73) area.
6. MST embeddings of arbitrary ternary trees
Now we present an algorithm to construct MST embeddings of arbitrary ternary trees.
Overall strategy. Assume that the input ternary tree T is rooted at any node r of degree at most three. Analogously to the
arbitrary binary tree case, select a chain P = (r = v1, v2, v3, . . . , vk) in T . Remove the chain from the tree, disconnecting
the tree into several subtrees. Recursively draw the disconnected subtrees and place a drawing of the chain together with
the drawings of the subtrees, obtaining a drawing of the whole tree.
Choice of the chain. The choice of P is done as in the arbitrary binary trees case. The ﬁrst node v1 of P is r. For each
1 i < k, node vi+1 is deﬁned as the root of the largest of the three subtrees of vi . Observe that each subtree of P has at
most n/2 nodes.
The shape of the subtrees. Denote by T 1i and T
2
i the subtrees rooted at the children t
1
i and t
2
i of vi that do not belong
to P , respectively. We recursively draw subtrees T 1i and T
2
i , for all 1 i  k − 1, inside isosceles right triangles 1i and 2i ,
respectively. For each 1 i  k − 1, we scale up the drawing of the smallest between 1i and 2i , so that the two isosceles
right triangles are congruent. The whole chain together with the drawing of the subtrees of the nodes of P will be placed
inside a larger isosceles right triangle . The root of each subtree T 1i and T
1
2 is placed on the midpoint of the hypotenuse
of 1i and 
2
i , respectively. Denote by Li the length of the hypotenuse of 
1
i and 
2
i . Observe that if T
1
1 and T
1
2 have both
at most one node, then Li = 0.
Drawing the chain and the subtrees together. Let ei = (vi, vi+1), for 1 i < k. We draw P in a zig-zag way, with constant
angles of 110◦ between two consecutive edges ei and ei+1. See Fig. 7. The length of edges ei will be determined later.
Consider vertex vi . Opposite to the 110◦ angle, we have an angle of 250◦ , which we partition into ﬁve consecutive
wedges W 1, W 2, W 3, W 4, and W 5 of 90◦ , 5◦ , 60◦ , 5◦ , and 90◦ , respectively, such that W 1 is the wedge closest to vertexi i i i i i
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vi−1. We place 1i inside W
2
i and 
2
i inside W
4
i as follows. Consider the line l
2
i through vi bisecting W
2
i . Vertex t
1
i is
placed on l2i and triangle 
1
i is placed inside W
2
i so that the hypotenuse of 
1
i is perpendicular to l
2
i , and so that the
end-vertices of the hypotenuse of 1i lie on the semi-axes delimiting W
2
i . 
2
i is analogously placed inside W
4
i . See Fig. 8.
Notice that, for vertex v1 (and for vertex vk), wedges W 1i , W
2
i , W
3
i , W
4
i , and W
5
i are not well-deﬁned, since only one
edge e1 of P is incident to v1. However, it is not diﬃcult to extend the above deﬁnition of wedges W 1i , W
2
i , W
3
i , W
4
i , and
W 5i to the case in which i = 1, by considering a dummy edge (v0, v1) that has an angle of 110◦ with edge (v1, v2), and
deﬁning the wedges incident to v1 as for the other vertices of P .
Choosing the length of edges ei 1. As in the arbitrary binary tree case, we set:
len(ei) = max{cLi, cLi+1},
where c is a constant to be determined later. In order to have length at least one for all edges, we set len(ei) = 1, for all
edges ei where none of subtrees T 1i , T
2
i , T
1
i+1, and T
2
i+1 exists.
The isosceles right triangle  is deﬁned as the smallest isosceles right triangle containing the whole drawing, having r
as midpoint of the hypotenuse, and having the hypotenuse forming angles of 160◦ , 20◦ , and 180◦ with edge (v1, v2). In
the following we suppose, for clarity of exposition, that the hypotenuse of  is vertical, and that P is contained in the
half-plane to the right of the line through the hypotenuse. If a tree T has only one node,  is deﬁned as the isosceles right
triangle having r as midpoint of the hypotenuse, and having the hypotenuse of length 1.
The drawing satisﬁes the MST condition. We use induction to show that every pair of vertices in the drawing satisﬁes the
MST condition. If the tree has only one node, then there is nothing to prove. Otherwise, inductively suppose that each pair
of nodes in the drawing of each subtree T 1i and T
2
i satisﬁes the MST condition. Then, we prove that each pair of nodes in
the whole drawing satisﬁes the MST condition.
1. Consider any two nodes contained in the same subtree Ti . Such nodes satisfy the MST condition by induction.
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2. Consider node vi and any node wi in T 1i (resp. in T
2
i ), for any i = 1,2, . . . ,k − 1. We prove that all edges in the path
from vi to wi are shorter than segment viwi . The length of each edge of such a path belonging to T 1i (resp. to T
2
i ) is
at most Li . The length of edge (vi, t1i ) (resp. edge (vi, t
2
i )) is equal to Li/(2 · tan(2.5◦)) 11.451Li . Hence, (vi, t1i ) (resp.
(vi, t2i )) is the longest edge of the path connecting vi and wi . However, segment viwi is longer than (vi, t
1
i ) (resp. than
(vi, t2i )), since wi is contained inside 
1
i (resp. inside 
2
i ), whose closest point to vi is t
1
i (resp. t
2
i ).
3. Consider any node n1i in T
1
i and any node n
2
i in T
2
i , for any i = 1,2, . . . ,k − 1. We prove that all edges in the path
from n1i to n
2
i are shorter than segment n
1
i n
2
i . The length of each edge of such a path belonging also to T
1
i or to T
2
i
is at most Li . Further, edges (vi, t1i ) and (vi, t
2
i ) have length Li/(2 · tan(2.5◦)) > 11.451Li . Hence, (vi, t1i ) and (vi, t2i )
are the longest edges in the path connecting n1i and n
2
i . However, consider the intersection point p(i1) of 
1
i and the
line separating wedges W 2i and W
3
i , and consider the intersection point p(i2) of 
2
i and the line separating wedges
W 3i and W
4
i . The length of segment n
1
i n
2
i is greater than or equal to the length of segment p(i1)p(i2). By construction,
triangle (p(i1), p(i2), vi) is equilateral, hence p(i1)p(i2) has the same length of segments vi p(i1) and vi p(i2), that is
Li/(2 · sin(2.5◦)), which is greater than Li/(2 · tan(2.5◦)).
4. Consider node vi and any node wi−1 in T 1i−1 (in T
2
i−1), for any i = 2,3, . . . ,k − 1. We prove that all the edges in
the path connecting vi and wi−1 are shorter than segment viwi−1. As in the previous case each edge of such a path
belonging also to T 1i−1 (resp. to T
2
i−1) has length at most Li−1. Further, edge (vi−1, t
1
i−1) (resp. (vi−1, t
2
i−1)) has length
Li−1/(2 · tan(2.5◦))  11.452Li−1, and edge (vi−1, vi) has length at least cLi−1. It follows that, as long as c  11.452,
edge (vi−1, vi) is the longest edge in the path connecting vi and wi−1. However, consider triangle (vi, vi−1,wi−1). By
construction, angle vi vi−1wi−1 contains wedge W 5i−1 and hence it is greater than or equal to 90
◦ . Segment viwi−1 is
opposite to vi vi−1wi−1 and hence is the longest side of such a triangle. It follows that viwi−1 is longer than (vi−1, vi).
5. Consider node vi and any node wi+1 in T 1i+1 (in T
2
i+1), for any i = 1,2, . . . ,k− 2. Then, it can be proved analogously to
the previous case that the MST of the points of the drawing does not contain edge (vi,wi+1).
6. Consider any node wi−1 in T 1i−1∪T 2i−1∪{vi−1} and any node wi+1 in T 1i+1∪T 2i+1∪{vi+1}, for i = 2,3, . . . ,k−2. The path
P i+1i−1 connecting wi−1 and wi+1 in T contains edges ei−1 and ei . All edges of P
i+1
i−1 belonging to T
1
i−1, to T
2
i−1, to T
1
i+1,
or to T 2i+1 are contained inside 
1
i−1, 
2
i−1, 
1
i+1, or 
2
i+1, respectively, and hence their length is at most the maximum
between Li−1 and Li+1. Further, the length of edge (vi−1, t1i−1) is Li−1/(2 · tan(2.5◦))  11.452Li−1. Analogously, the
length of edges (vi−1, t2i−1), (vi+1, t
1
i+1), and (vi+1, t
2
i+1) is at most 11.452Li−1, 11.452Li+1, and 11.452Li+1, respectively.
Hence, the length of each edge in P i+1i−1 is less than or equal to max{11.452Li−1,11.452Li+1, len(ei−1), len(ei)}. Observe
that, by construction, len(ei−1)  cLi−1, and that len(ei)  cLi+1. Hence, as long as c  11.452, one out of ei−1 and
ei is the longest edge in P
i+1
i−1 , and we have only to prove that the distance between wi−1 and wi+1 is greater than
max{len(ei−1), len(ei)}. In the following, refer to Figs. 9(a) and 9(b). Consider line l4,5i−1 separating wedges W 4i−1 and
W 5i−1, and consider line l
1,2
i separating wedges W
1
i and W
2
i . By construction such lines are parallel. Further, T
1
i−1 and
T 2 are contained in the half-plane delimited by l4,5 and not containing l1,2. Notice that the distance between l4,5 andi−1 i−1 i i−1
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i = 2,3, . . . ,k − 2. (b) Triangle , shaded in the picture, containing edge (vi+1, ti+1) and subtree T 1i+1.
l1,2i is exactly len(ei−1). We claim that, for a suitable constant c, T
1
i+1 and T
2
i+1 are entirely contained in the half-plane
delimited by l1,2i and not containing l
4,5
i−1. The claim clearly implies that the distance between wi−1 and wi+1 is greater
than or equal to len(ei−1). We prove the claim only for T 1i+1, the proof for T
2
i+1 being analogous. Since the length
of edge (vi+1, t1i+1) is Li+1/(2 · tan(2.5◦))  11.452Li+1 and since all points of 1i+1 are at distance at most Li+1/2
from t1i+1, then no point of 
1
i+1 is at distance greater than 11.952Li+1 from vi+1. Hence, 
1
i+1 is enclosed inside an
isosceles triangle  having vi+1 as a vertex incident to a 5◦ angle, and having two sides (vi+1, vCi+1) and (vi+1, v
D
i+1) of
length 11.952Li+1/ cos(2.5) 11.964Li+1 lying on the line l1,2i+1 separating wedges W 1i+1 and W 2i+1, and on the line l
2,3
i+1
separating wedges W 2i+1 and W
3
i+1, respectively. We show that, for a suitable value of c,  is entirely contained in the
half-plane delimited by l1,2i and not containing l
4,5
i−1. First, observe that v
C
i+1 is the point of  closer to l
1,2
i . The distance
between vi+1 and l1,2i is equal to len(ei) · sin(20◦) 0.342cLi+1. The distance between vCi+1 and vi+1 in the direction
orthogonal to l1,2i is at most 11.964Li+1 · cos(20◦)  11.243Li+1. It follows that, as long as 0.342cLi+1  11.243Li+1,
i.e., as long as c  32.875, vCi+1 (and hence  and 1i+1) is in the half-plane delimited by l
1,2
i and not containing l
4,5
i−1.
In analogous way, it can be proved that, as long as c  32.875, the distance between wi−1 and wi+1 is greater than
len(ei). Hence, as long as c  32.875, the straight-line segment between wi−1 and wi+1 is longer than every edge in
the path P i+1i−1 connecting wi−1 and wi+1 in T , and hence it does not belong to the MST of the points of the drawing.
7. Consider any node wi in T 1i ∪ T 2i ∪ {vi} and any node w j in T 1j ∪ T 2j ∪ {v j}, for i = 1,2, . . . ,k − 2 and for any j such
that j − i > 0. The previously discussed cases already prove that all edges of the path P ji connecting wi and w j are
shorter than wiw j if j − i  2. Suppose that j − i  3. Then, analogously to the last discussed case, it can be proved
the length of each edge in P ji is less than or equal to max{1.867Li,1.867L j, len(ei), len(ei+1), . . . , len(e j−1)} and that,
as long as c  1.867, such a maximum is equal to max{len(ei), len(ei+1), . . . , len(e j−1)}. Moreover, again analogously to
the last discussed case, it can be observed that, for each x = i, i + 1, . . . , j − 1, vertices wi and w j are one to the left of
l4,5x and one to the right of l
1,2
x+1, where l
4,5
x is the line separating wedges W
4
x and W
5
x , and l
1,2
x+1 is the line separating
wedges W 1x+1 and W 2x+1. Thus, wiw j is longer than each of len(ei), len(ei+1), . . . , len(e j−1), which proves that the MST
condition is satisﬁed by wi and w j .
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The length of P . We bound the length of P as a function of the lengths Li ’s. As in the binary case, since len(ei) =
max{cLi, cLi+1}, and since len(ei)  1, for every 1  i < k, then len(ei) < cLi + cLi+1. It follows that ∑k−1i=1 len(ei) 
2c
∑k−1
i=1 Li .
The area of the drawing is polynomial. We now compute the length of h(C), i.e., of the hypotenuse of an isosceles right
triangle that contains the whole drawing, that has r as midpoint of its hypotenuse, and that has the hypotenuse forming
angles of 160◦ , 20◦ , and 180◦ with edge (v1, v2). In the following refer to Fig. 10. Notice that the length of the longest edge
of the drawing is at most equal to h(C), while the length of the shortest edge of the drawing is at least 1, by construction.
The computation of the area of the drawing proceeds as in the binary case. We ﬁrst notice that the drawing of P
(without the drawing of subtrees T 1i and T
2
i ) is contained inside an isosceles triangle e such that:
• e has two angles of 20◦ and one angle of 140◦;
• r is the vertex of e incident to the 140◦ angle;
• one side of e contains edge (v1, v2);
• the distance between r and the side of e opposite to r is 2c∑k−1 Li .i=1
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∑k−1
i=1 Li , and no edge of P forms an angle of less than 20◦ with a vertical line.
Consider the smallest isosceles right triangle ∗ that contains e completely, that has r as midpoint of its hypotenuse,
and that has the hypotenuse forming angles of 160◦ , 20◦ , and 180◦ with edge (v1, v2). Easy trigonometric calculations show
that the hypotenuse of ∗ has length at most 2(1+ 1/ tan(20◦))(2c∑k−1i=1 Li) < 14.99c∑k−1i=1 Li .
Consider the smallest isosceles right triangle  that contains ∗ , that has r as midpoint of its hypotenuse, that has
the hypotenuse forming angles of 160◦ , 20◦ , and 180◦ with edge (v1, v2), and such that every point on one of its catheti
has distance at least 11.952
∑k−1
i=1 Li from any point of ∗ . It is easy to see that  contains the whole drawing, namely
it contains P since it contains ∗ , and it contains each subtree T 1i and T
2
i , since T
1
i and T
2
i can stick out from 
∗ by at
most Li/2 + 11.452Li = 11.952Li  11.952∑k−1i=1 Li . Notice that the hypotenuse of  has length at most 14.99c∑k−1i=1 Li +
2(11.952
√
2
∑k−1
i=1 Li). By choosing c = 32.875, the drawing of T is an MST embedding, and the length of h(C) is bounded
by 14.99 · 32.875∑k−1i=1 Li + 2(11.952√2∑k−1i=1 Li) < 526.602∑k−1i=1 Li .
Lemma 2. The length of h(C) is at most 526.602
∑k−1
i=1 Li .
Let α = 526.602. We express h(C) as a function of the number of nodes of the tree. Denote by h(n) the maximum length
of h(C) when the input tree has n nodes. It can be proved inductively that h(n) nlog2(3α) . However, this is done by using
exactly the same arguments and calculations that we used for the binary case, and hence such arguments and calculations
are omitted here. Then, we conclude that h(n) nlog2 1579.805 = O (n10.626).
Finally, since the area of the drawing is the square of the length of its side, we get the following:
Theorem 4. Every ternary tree with n vertices admits an MST drawing in O (n21.252) area.
7. Discussion and conclusion
In this paper, we have shown algorithms for constructing MST embeddings of trees with maximum degree 4 in poly-
nomial area. It would be interesting to understand how much the bounds achieved by our algorithms can be improved
by modifying the constant angles in the geometric constructions we have shown. In the case of complete binary trees, an
O (n3.802) bound, improving upon the bound we presented in this paper, has been recently proved by Di Giacomo et al. [11].
Very recently, the ﬁrst exponential area lower bound for MST embeddings of degree-5 trees has been proved by Angelini
et al. [1]. It remains open to close the gap between the best known upper bound for MST embeddings of n-vertex degree-5
trees, which is O (2n
2
), and the best known lower bound, which is Ω(2n).
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